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JLM GARKISON- {CNORED HIS POLITICAL FUTURE 
AND | TOOK ON THE SECRET GOVERNMENT IN & 
VAIN EFFORT TO. PROVE THAT. THERE IS EQUAL 
JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW, FOR THE AFFLUENT 
AS WELL AS THE POOR. NOW HE “IS PAYING FOR HIS MISTAKES a Bo 

‘Intelligence’ pee , , encouraged 
in securing an aaeguittal _ex~Army Ma 

7 | the absurdity of the Wi 
o Not satisfied with the. “news | 

having the 

ie. ‘drapes « cut again, courtesy of the | August 26. issue of LOOK magaz 
essence | Of timeliness; “as they say in’ the: propag ida ~ ‘field (Garrison comes | ‘up: 2a sepsucerron. OF CLAY SHAW,’ glared its title in boldface - ’ paces 

. “And ‘Just. to show the readers: that. ‘this was 

_the = byline revealed the ; 

“CIA's too many. years back and. still visits its. "headquarters Pears to. paint out such significant and pertinent factors. as. the “size of Gar iso egan His tirade by- ‘déscribing Shaw as a prominent, “-retir discreet, “a pillar of New Orleans society," who wouldn't a President. ‘Once moderately we -off,' he continued, “Sha 

c : “genteel cand. 
‘conspire | to hata ay much> less ; ~broke and in debt’ wi despite. the $23,500.00 paid to his battery of lawyers by the CIA, Garrison, of course, was’, pictu. the guy wearing the black. nat, a drunk, a perverter. of justice,’ obviously demented, MS.) amuck ‘in Orleans Parish ‘indiscriminately arrestine "good citizens" for the trivial crimes of perjury, bribery and  cheft. Wading through the s.uther's distortions, _ommissions and outright. falsities such «ag “He. (Garrison) failed Lo preduce asy evidence that any of the three conspiri- . COTS KHON Gach other at all," the readers end up fearning to their amazement that it was the Motta - uo. te, CEA} that planned the murder of their eresident.— Yer, Rogers summed up his ow . ; i 
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Jlanderycca |, 2s. rather niceiv when he Clase wit! the Uery: in a land supposed ly governed 
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